
ARGUMENTATIVE TOPICS FOR RESEARCH PAPERS

Anyway, you should try writing a persuasive paper on one of the chosen topics on your own. This is a good practice for
your communication and research skills.

First body paragraph. Explore this list of possible topics and see if a few pique your interest. What should be
done with nuclear waste? How do naturally thin people stay that way? The politics of British government
Celebrities tend to fail their political careers The system is too much corrupted today Politics is everywhere
and always a "dirty" game Clinton could be a better US President Positive and negative outcomes of feminism
Social Media Argumentative Essay Topics Critical factors of quickly modifying consumer behavior Can girls
ask boys out first? Second body paragraph. Choosing a Great Argumentative Essay Topic Students often find
that most of their work on these essays is done before they even start writing. Choose your Type of Work
Writing. How can it be prevented? Technologies make people feel lonely. Never pick an issue that does not
have any arguments. Take a look at these simple examples: Are Assignments Helpful? Is weight gain caused
by genetics, environment, or some other factor? Is the death penalty effective? Controversial argumentative
essay topics Is politics always a dirty game? With these argumentative essay topics for college students, you
can spice the lives of your student audience. Are Swimmers The Best Athletes? Is any online lottery fair?
What type of social activity should be legally punished? Children should not watch horror films. Save your
best argumentative essays to use them in your future career. Are teenage marriages a good idea? How do
vegetarians survive? Is nuclear energy really safe? Are school uniforms beneficial? Prepare a brief review of
the main points. Is art a profession? How does gender affect education? Can humans influence climate
change? In what cases should prosecuting a child as an adult be allowed? In an argumentative essay, opinions
matter and controversy is based on opinions, which are, hopefully, backed up by facts. Should creationism be
taught in public schools? What causes a man to become a stay-at-home dad and can it work out well for a
family? Do low prices on condoms prevent teen pregnancy? Is a low fat diet the best?


